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Government Central Banks were created to control the flow of commodities— and
money and credit currencies , like wheat and sow bellies, are commodities. This is
state-sanctioned crime, because commodity rigging is a crime—- if Joe Blow does it.
This is why commodity brokers and stock brokers are licensed, too. This is why
Central Banks and Stock Exchanges are (supposed to be) regulated.
Merchant banks are created to engage in international trade, which is what we think of
as private business between unincorporated entities, using asset-backed money to
trade goods and services. It is called “trade” because actual physical assets are being
exchanged. My bag of peanuts for your apple is barter; my apple for your silver dime
is trade.
Commercial banks deal in various kinds of “commercial paper”—- stocks, bonds,
certificates, insurance, debentures, promissory notes and credit instruments such as
Letters of Credit, for example. These banks serve incorporated entities since
commerce itself is defined as business between two incorporated entities.
Now that you can observe this for yourselves you will better understand it when I say
all the commercial banks worldwide are bankrupt and all the central banks are guilty of
mammoth crimes beyond the state sanctioned variety crimes they are allowed to
indulge in.
As a result, the International Trade Banks are the only ones still standing and capable
of translating values. The form this takes does not matter so long as people still have
access to abundant cash assets —- without which everyone would be enslaved.
Read that — digital currency is okay so far as it goes— your funds are routinely
translated into digits as it is, so it isn’t that digital currency is bad—- it’s that banks
controlling the flow of digital currency, banks with the ability to shut down your
accounts without agreement, banks that can arbitrarily turn your credit cards on and

off, would have complete coercive economic power if we do not immediately and with
prejudice insist on maintaining a cash economy wherein people have physical control
over defined asset-backed cash currency.
And all this, plus the biggest bust in commodity rigging history and crimes beyond the
scope of this quick summation — is what the PTW are arguing and struggling over.
Meantime, note that Goldman-Sachs, the IRS, and the Territorial (British) Federal
Reserve have so far moved to China—- obviously planning to set up shop there and
do the same things to Chinese workers that they have done here.
Really? Will China be foolish enough to eat the Tapeworms? Stay tuned. We fully
intend to take up the criminal nature of these entities with the Chinese Government.
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